
Easy to Maneuver,
Perfect for Narrow Areas
Meyer’s 50 lb. capacity drop spreader is perfect for placing any kind of dry, free-flowing ice melting 
material exactly where you need it. The 20-inch spread width makes quick work of ice and snow on 
narrow walkways or paths. The infinitely adjustable rate control switch allows you to drop just the 
right amount of material.
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Part# Capacity Spread Width Materials Hopper Material Tire Dia. Frame Material

38165 50 lbs. 20" Salt, Sand, Ice Melt Poly 12" Carbon Steel
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Large capacity hopper
Poly hopper holds 50 lbs. of material,  
while resisting corrosion.

Axle
Features poly axle for longer life.

Rate control with 
lockable setting
Controls material flow rate to reduce waste. 

Spread the following dry,  
free-flowing materials

Large diameter 12" tires
Features five poly spokes and rustproof 
rims, making it easy to use on snow and ice.

Adjustable handle
Set the handle to your 
desired height with easy 
to adjust bolts and  
wing nuts.

Rock Salt    Sand

Salt / Sand Mix                Clear Path Ice Melt

Magnesium Chloride Treated Rock Salt 

Precise placement in 
hard to reach areas
The Meyer Hotshot-50 is the ideal drop spreader for treating 
narrow paths, walkways, sidewalks or any other hard to reach 
areas. It places ice melt material exactly where you want it, 
protecting landscaping or other delicate areas.

Meyer Spreaders are protected by one or more of the following patents: 
6698997, CA 2,415,540 C, 7588195,  8448882,  8505837, 8523086,  
8657208,  6186731,  6,793,154 B2,  6722590,  6715703,  6978952,  
6932287,  8505838, 8827002,  5842649,  CA 2,435,106 C, 6364598, 
9,127,425, 9,127,425, 9,371,621, 6,722,590, 6,715,703, 6,932,287, 
6,978,252, 9,371,621, 9,085,862, 9,096,979.


